Abstract-There are two problems in the traditional crowdsourcing systems for handling complex tasks. First, decomposing complex tasks into a set of micro-subtasks requires the decomposition capability of the requesters; thus, some requesters may abandon using crowdsourcing to accomplish a large number of complex tasks since they cannot bear such heavy burden by themselves. Second, tasks are often assigned redundantly to multiple workers to achieve reliable results, but reliability may not be ensured when there are many malicious workers in the crowd. Currently, it is observed that the workers are often connected through social networks, a feature that can significantly facilitate task allocation and task execution in crowdsourcing. Therefore, this paper investigates crowdsourcing in social networks and presents a novel context-aware reliable crowdsourcing approach. In our presented approach, the two problems in traditional crowdsourcing are addressed as follows: 1) the complex tasks can be performed through autonomous coordination between the assigned worker and his contextual workers in the social network; thus, the requesters can be exempt from a heavy computing load for decomposing complex tasks into subtasks and combing the partial results of subtasks, thereby enabling more requesters to accomplish a large number of complex tasks through crowdsourcing, and 2) the reliability of a worker is determined not only by the reputation of the worker himself but also by the reputations of the contextual workers in the social network; thus, the unreliability of transient or malicious workers can be effectively addressed. The presented approach addresses two types of social networks including simplex and multiplex networks. Based on theoretical analyses and experiments on a real-world dataset, we find that the presented approach can achieve significantly higher task allocation and execution efficiency than the previous benchmark task allocation approaches; moreover, the presented contextual reputation mechanism can achieve relatively higher reliability when there are many malicious workers in the crowd.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
ROWDSOURCING is a task allocation paradigm in which a requester allocates tasks to a group of workers chosen from a population [1] , [2] . There are many crowdsourcing platforms oriented to microtasks, such as Amazon's Mechanical Turk, MicroWorkERs, and ShortTask [3] . Generally, the microtasks-oriented crowdsourcing platforms have two general limitations: 1) the complex tasks cannot be executed directly and 2) the workers may be transient and unreliable. Existing studies often addressed the two limitations as follows: 1) complex tasks are decomposed to a set of micro-subtasks that can be solved in multiple phases [2] and 2) reliability is achieved by assigning each task redundantly to multiple workers [4] , [5] . However, the existing studies have the following problems. 1) In the existing studies of crowdsourcing complex tasks in which the tasks are decomposed to a set of interdependent micro-subtasks, the requesters must determine the optimal task decomposition. Thus, some requesters may abandon using crowdsourcing to accomplish a large number of complex tasks since they cannot bear such heavy burden by themselves. Moreover, the offline decomposition of tasks may not match the realtime situation of workers because the available workers may be dynamically changed at some crowdsourcing platforms [6] . 2) In the existing studies of achieving reliability by redundantly assigning each task to multiple workers, the reliability may not be ensured when there are many malicious workers in the crowd [7] , [8] . Although some studies introduced the reputation mechanism to cope with malicious workers [9] , reputation may be undeterminable in traditional crowdsourcing platforms due to the transient characteristics of the workers. Nowadays, with the significant development of social networks [16] , [32] , the crowd of workers is often connected by the social networks [11] - [13] , [40] , [41] and many related studies have harnessed the crowdsourcing power of social media [14] , [15] . For example, social networks such as Facebook and Twitter can also be considered as crowd providers [34] . Specifically, the crowdsourcing power of social networks has been used for disaster relief [14] . Consider the following motivating scenario.
In the Lushan earthquake that occurred on April 20, 2013 , in China, many donated supplies such as tents and food were aggregated in nearby cities, but it was difficult to deliver 2168-2216 c 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. Generally, the advantages of social networks for crowdsourcing include at least the following.
1) The workers within a social network are more inclined to cooperate with each other to execute a complex task [32] . 2) It is easier to find professional and helpful workers through social networks because real-world social networks include many professional groups [31] and many users of social networks undertake outsourced tasks not only for monetary return but also due to interest or willingness to share with their friends [13] .
3) The social networks can broadcast outsourced tasks more rapidly, thereby hastening the completion of tasks [14] , [16] . In fact, there are now some related studies that are often implemented by team formation in which a team of workers that can perform outsourced tasks is found through social networks [17] , [18] . However, the requesters must undertake heavy computing loads for selecting appropriate team members [17] . Moreover, these related studies often assume that the team members are reliable, which may sometimes not conform to the actual situation [18] .
To address the two critical problems of traditional crowdsourcing systems that are not solved by existing studies on crowdsourcing in social networks, this paper presents an approach for context-aware reliable crowdsourcing in social networks. The context of a worker in the social network can be defined as the counterparts that interact with this worker through the social network [19] . In our approach, when a requester wishes to outsource a task, a worker candidate's self-situation and his contextual-situation in the social network are considered.
With our approach, the two problems in the existing studies are addressed in the social network environment as follows.
1) The requester only needs to assign tasks directly to the workers without decomposing the tasks; the assigned workers will then start to execute the complex tasks by autonomously coordinating with other workers in the social network context. Therefore, the requester avoids heavy computing load when decomposing complex tasks, thereby enabling more requesters to accomplish a large number of complex tasks through crowdsourcing. Moreover, our approach is implemented by the autonomous coordination among workers, which offers an appropriate fit to real situations in which the set of available workers may be dynamically changed.
2) The reliability of a worker is determined not only by the reputation of the worker himself but also by the reputations of his contextual workers. Even when a worker comes to the system for the first time, his initial reputation can be measured through the past experiences of his contextual workers. Therefore, reliability of the transient workers can be achieved. Our context-aware crowdsourcing approach involves assigning a principal worker who will then recruit other assistant workers from the social network, which should satisfy the following general objectives: the communication cost and the reservation wages are minimized and the total reputations are maximized. This optimization problem is proved to be NPhard in Section III-C; thus, a heuristic approach that can be realized in reasonable time complexity is then presented. In the approach, a concept of crowdsourcing value is defined to measure the probability of a worker being assigned a task when the context of the worker in the social network is considered. In this way, workers with higher crowdsourcing values can be preferentially selected to perform the task. The experimental results show that the presented approach can achieve higher task allocation and execution efficiency than the previous benchmark approaches and can achieve higher reliability by adopting the contextual reputation mechanism.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we compare this paper with the related work on the subject. In Section III, we present the problem description. In Section IV, we present the context-aware task allocation model. In Section V, we present the context-aware task execution model. In Section VI, we present the reward mechanism. In Section VII, we provide the experimental results. Finally, in Section VIII, we conclude this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Crowdsourcing for Complex Tasks
Traditional crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon's Mechanical Turk, are often oriented to microtask markets. A popular method of performing complex tasks is to decompose the task into a flow of simple subtasks and then combine the partial results of the subtasks to obtain the final answer [2] . Tran-Thanh et al. [2] proposed the first crowdsourcing algorithm, BudgetFix, to solve the complex tasks that involve various types of interdependent microtasks structured into complex workflows. Moreover, Dai et al. [21] used Bayesian network learning and partially observable Markov decision processes to make dynamic control for workflow optimization.
Team formation is another method that can be used to crowdsource complex tasks. In this method, individuals with different skills form a team that completes the tasks. In many of the existing studies, the team formation is controlled by the requester, and interested candidate workers advertise their skills and bid prices for their participation into the team.
Liu et al. [18] presented an efficient method for team formation in crowdsourcing which are implemented through some profitable and truthful pricing mechanisms. Kargar et al. [22] presented a method for finding a team of experts that covers all the skills for the task and minimizes communication cost. Overall, the studies described above may place heavy computing loads on requesters, rendering them inappropriate when the number of complex tasks is large [3] .
B. Reliable Crowdsourcing
Workers may be transient and unreliable [7] . Therefore, it is necessary to ensure reliability in crowdsourcing to make the workers really work on the task [8] .
A typical solution is redundantly assigning each task to more than one worker and combing the answers by measures such as majority voting [4] . Karger et al. [4] presented an algorithm for deciding which tasks to assign to which workers and for inferring correct answers from the workers' answers. However, this type of approach may be infeasible when many malicious workers exist.
Another typical solution for reliable crowdsourcing is using a trust and reputation mechanism. Ren et al. [40] integrated the social relationship and reputation management into mobile crowdsourcing and proposed a social aware crowdsourcing with a reputation management scheme, which can efficiently improve the crowdsourcing utility and the quality of sensing reports. Venanzi et al. [5] addressed the problem of fusing untrustworthy answers provided by a crowd of workers and incorporated the trust model into a fusion method. Zhang and van der Schaar [9] proposed protocols to incentivize workers to perform tasks well and reliably by using a novel game-theoretic model and integrating reputation mechanisms.
Unlike these studies, this paper integrates the redundancy mechanism and the reputation mechanism. Moreover, the reliability of a worker in this paper will be determined not only by the reputation of the worker himself but also by the reputations of the contextual workers. Even when a worker comes to the system for the first time, his initial reputation can be measured through the past experiences of his contextual workers. This can solve the problem that the reputation may be undeterminable due to the transient characteristics of the workers [9] , [23] .
C. Crowdsourcing in Social Networks
The existing related studies can be categorized into two classes. The first class of studies mainly considers how to harness the crowdsourcing power of social media [14] , [15] , and how to use social networks as crowdsourcing platforms [34] , and the second class mainly considers how to find a group of workers in social networks to complete outsourced tasks [11] , [17] .
In the first class of studies, Gao et al. [14] addressed harnessing the crowdsourcing power of social media for disaster relief. Ren et al. [41] exploited the capabilities of mobile device users connected via wireless networks to form a mobile cloud to provide pervasive crowdsourcing services.
Lim et al. [15] combined the power of crowdsourcing with that of social networks and provided a Web-based tool for the automation of stakeholder analysis. Here, the social networks were considered as new crowdsourcing platforms, but the allocation and reliability of complex tasks were seldom investigated systematically.
In the second class of studies, Chamberlain [11] proposed a definition for groupsourcing that includes the idea that a group of people connected through a social network is used to complete a task. However, in this class of studies, the requesters must undertake heavy computing loads to coordinate the organization of workers.
D. Context-Aware Crowdsourcing and Other Task Allocation
There are some studies on context-aware crowdsourcing. Tamilin et al. [23] presented a prototype implementation of a context-aware mobile crowdsourcing system that makes it possible to conduct crowdsourcing campaigns with users carrying mobile devices. Rana et al. [37] developed a contextaware crowdsourcing method by using smart phones for noise mapping, which can provide a feasible platform to assess noise pollution. Hu et al. [38] presented a multidimensional social network architecture for mobile crowdsensing, which enables context awareness in the mobile crowdsensing applications. Alt et al. [39] combined the Web-based crowdsourcing and user-generated content to integrate location as a context parameter for distributing tasks to workers. In summary, the existing studies of context-aware crowdsourcing mainly focused on the context of mobile devices, but they did not address the context of social networks among workers and the reliability in context-aware crowdsourcing.
Task allocation and self-organization in open environments have been investigated in the previous studies [35] , [36] . Jiang et al. [24] explored the context-aware task allocation in social networks. The problems in [24] differ from those addressed in this paper. This paper aims to maximize the probability of task completion through autonomous cooperation of workers in social networks. This is an important and realistic feature of crowdsourcing, as stated in Section I. However, the studies in [24] focus only on minimizing resource access time in social networks, a feature that is not crucial in crowdsourcing.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
To clearly illustrate the research problem in this paper, we will first introduce the original framework for reliable allocation of simple tasks in crowdsourcing systems in Section III-A. Then, in Section III-B, we introduce the motivation and state of our research problem. Finally, we analyze the complexity of the problem in Section III-C. Table I summarizes the notations used in this paper.
A. Original Framework for Reliable Allocation of Simple Tasks in Crowdsourcing Systems
A simple task can be completed by one worker independently. Given a budget b t for a simple task t, the necessary skills to complete t are represented by S t . Let there be a crowd of workers, W. Then, the simple task allocation is to redundantly assign the task to multiple workers under the budget constraint to improve the accuracy of the result [2] . This can be defined as follows: the requester or system assigns t to a set of workers, W t , W t ⊆ W; ∀w i ∈ W t , w i can satisfy the skills required for task t and complete t independently; and the sum of the reservation wages of the workers in W t does not exceed b t .
Moreover, the reputation mechanism can be used to encourage workers to complete the assigned tasks reliably [9] . The reputation of a worker is mainly determined by the worker's past experiences in completing tasks; if a worker has richer experience of successful completion of tasks, his reputation is higher, and vice versa.
Therefore, the objective of reliable task allocation in general crowdsourcing systems is to select a set of workers that maximizes the following values.
1) The degree of redundancy, which denotes that the system redundantly assigns task t to as many workers as possible (each of whom fully possesses the skills required for t) under the constraint of the budget. 2) The reputations of the assigned workers. Given a simple task t; ∀w i∈ W, the set of skills of w i is S wi , and the reservation wage of w i is γ wi . The objective of reliably allocating t can then be formalized as selecting a set of workers W t that can satisfy the following:
where α 1 and α 2 are used to determine the relative importance of the two factors.
B. Motivation and Problem Statement of Complex Task Crowdsourcing in Social Networks
We will now present some notable observations made in related studies to motivate this paper on crowdsourcing in social networks. Gray et al. [13] observed four popular crowdsourcing platforms namely, MTurk, UHRS, LeadGenius, and Amara, and found that the crowd of workers is actually a rich collaborative network and that workers often communicate via phone, forums, chat, Facebook, or in person, to share information about tasks and requesters. Yin et al. [12] specifically observed the collaboration network of workers on the MTurk platform, in which they executed a task where over 10 000 workers self-reported their communication links to the other workers. They found that there is a substantial communication network within the crowd of workers that is related to the workers' usage on the online forum. Therefore, these observations motivate this paper on crowdsourcing in social networks.
In current crowdsourcing markets, there are many complex tasks. A complex task involves many computational operations and may not be completed independently by a nonprofessional individual worker. Therefore, the situation in which each assigned worker can fully cover the required skills of t, i.e., ∀w i ∈ W t ∧ S wi ⊇ S t in (2) cannot be satisfied. Because the self-owned skills of the assigned worker may only partially cover the necessary skills required by a complex task, the situation should be revised to "∀w i ∈ W t ∧ S wi ∩ S t = φ."
The new issues of complex task crowdsourcing in social networks can be described as follows.
1) An assigned worker may not perform the complex task alone and should coordinate with other workers in the social network to request assistance in the lacking skills.
Therefore, when the crowdsourcing system wishes to assign a task t to a worker w i , it considers not only the individual skills of w i but also the skills of the contextual workers of w i , CS wi (considering contextual skills in task allocation). 2) Because an assigned worker's performance in executing a task is influenced by his coordination with the contextual workers, a worker's reliability is determined not only by his own reputation but also by the reputations of his contextual workers. Therefore, the reputation R wi in (1) should consider this factor (considering contextual reputations in task allocation). 3) Because the assigned workers can coordinate autonomously with the contextual workers in the social network to execute complex tasks, the system or the requester does not need to decompose the complex task into microtasks. However, an efficient coordination mechanism between the assigned worker and the contextual workers should be designed (coordinating with contextual workers in task execution). 4) To promote the cooperation of workers in executing tasks, a proper reward mechanism should be designed that encourages not only the workers to accept the tasks by themselves but also to contribute skills to assist others in executing tasks. In addition, the reward mechanism considers not only the monetary reward but also the reputation reward (rewarding contextual workers after task execution). Moreover, communication costs among workers may significantly influence the performance in social networks [22] . Therefore, we should consider the communication costs of each assigned worker, w i , with his contextual workers (which can be denoted by Com wi ).
We now extend the original framework in Section III-A by considering these ew issues. Then, the objective of reliable task allocation of crowdsourcing in social networks is to select a set of workers that maximizes the following values: 1) the coverage degree of each assigned worker's contextual skills for the task's required skills; 2) the contextual reputation of each assigned worker; 3) the degree of redundancy; and 4) the inverse of the communication cost of each assigned worker with his contextual workers. Therefore, the objective can now be formalized as selecting a set of workers W t that can satisfy the following:
With the above objective function, the requester can assign the task to the workers to maximize the possibility that the task's required skills can be satisfied and the accuracy of execution results. Moreover, the communication cost for executing the task will be minimized, which is also focused in the previous benchmark studies on task allocation in the social networks [26] .
Then, each assigned worker, w i (∀w i ∈ W t ), will coordinate with his contexts to execute t. Finally, the system will reward w i and his contextual workers for executing t after t is completed.
Our approach includes the following three components. 1) Context-aware task allocation, which aims to assign the task to workers who can maximize the combination of contextual skills, contextual reputations, and redundancy and minimize the communication costs, as shown in Section IV. 2) Context-aware task execution, which describes how each assigned worker coordinates autonomously with his contextual workers in the social network to execute complex tasks, as shown in Section V. 3) Reward after task execution, which describes how to distribute rewards among the assigned workers and their contextual workers, as shown in Section VI.
C. Complexity Analyses
As stated above, the core of our research problem mainly involves assigning a principal worker who will then recruit other assistant workers from the social network. Thus, the set of workers participating in the task includes the assigned principal worker and the assistant workers, which should possess all of the skills required by the task and satisfy the following conditions: 1) the communication costs among participating workers are minimized; 2) the total reservation wages of the participating workers are minimized; and 3) the total reputations of the participating workers are maximized.
Theorem 1: Let there be a crowd of workers W that is organized in a social network. Assigning a set of participating workers including a principal worker and some assistant workers from W to cover the skills required by a task t and satisfy the above three conditions is NP-hard.
Proof Sketch: Our research problem includes three independent subproblems that can be described to assign a set of participating workers within a social network to achieve the following three objectives: 1) minimizing the total communication costs; 2) minimizing the total reservation wages; and 3) maximizing the total reputations. The first subproblem has already been proven in the previous benchmark studies to be NP-hard [22] , [25] , [26] . Since our research problem involves this NP-hard subproblem in combination with two other independent subproblems, we have Theorem 1.
Because the research problem is NP-hard, we can present a heuristic approach that can be realized in reasonable time complexity but not present an approach to compute the optimal solution. In our heuristic approach, we define a concept of crowdsourcing value that combines the factors in (4) to measure the probability of a given worker's being selected to participate in a task. Moreover, the principal worker will find assistant workers within the social network using the breadthfirst search method, which can effectively reduce the costs of communication between the principal worker and the assistant workers.
IV. CONTEXT-AWARE TASK ALLOCATION
This section investigates how to allocate a task to workers by considering their contextual situations within their social networks. We first design a metric of contextual crowdsourcing value to measure the probability of a given worker's being assigned the task. We then present algorithms for allocating the task to workers to maximize the contextual crowdsourcing values, which address the simplex and multiplex social networks, respectively.
A. Contextual Crowdsourcing Value
Each worker has three properties: 1) skills; 2) reputation; and 3) reservation wage. Among these three factors, the skills determine the worker's capacity to complete a task, the reputation determines the worker's reliability in completing the task, and the reservation wage is the minimum wage a worker is willing to accept as compensation in exchange for completing a crowdsourcing task [10] , [20] .
The probability of a given worker being assigned a task can be defined as the crowdsourcing value of the worker. To optimize the first three factors in (4), this value is defined to be determined by the following attributes: 1) the coverage degree of the worker's skills for the necessary skills required by the task; 2) the reputation of the worker; and 3) the occupancy rate of the worker's wage in the task's budget.
Definition 1 (Self-Owned Crowdsourcing Value of a Worker): Given a budget b t for a task t, the set of necessary skills to complete t is S t . The self-owned crowdsourcing value of a worker, w i , for a task t is defined as
where S wi , R wi , and γ wi denote the skills, reputation, and reservation wage of w i , respectively, and α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 are the parameters that determine the relative importance of the three factors.
In the social network context, when a worker receives a request from another worker for assistance in executing a task, the worker can decide whether to accept the request according to the benefits associated with the task and the worker's own expectation threshold. Therefore, each worker w i has a predefined threshold τ wi ; the worker will accept a request to assist another worker only if the benefit associated with the ongoing task exceeds the threshold. The threshold of a worker is related not only to the worker's reservation wage but also to other factors such as reputation and credit; this will be shown in Section V-A.
To optimize the four factors in (4), the contextual crowdsourcing value of w i can be defined to be determined by the crowdsourcing value of w i himself and the following attributes of the contextual workers: 1) the coverage degree of the contextual workers' skills for current lacking skills of w i for t; 2) the reputations and thresholds of the contextual workers; and 3) the communication distance between w i and the contextual workers.
Definition 2 (Contextual Crowdsourcing Value of a Worker in a Simplex Social Network):
The contextual crowdsourcing value of a worker w i for a task t in a simplex social network is defined as (8) where W denotes the crowd of workers in the social network and d ij denotes the communication distance between w i and w j in the social network. The communication distance can be defined as the length of the shortest path between the two workers in the network. β 1 and β 2 are used to determine the relative importance of context.
Moreover, in reality, the workers may be associated with multiplex social networks [27] . Each worker has different biases for accepting requests from different types of social networks. For example, a scientist may accept requests for cooperation from other workers in a scientific collaboration network more readily than he or she may accept requests from workers within a tour social network. Therefore, each worker has more than one threshold, and each threshold is specific for a type of social link. Let the social links among workers be classified into λ different types 1, . . . , λ; then, each worker w i has a threshold τ k wi for k-type immediate social links,
Definition 3 (Network Layer in a Multiplex Network [27] ): Let the multiplex network be N =< W, E >, where W denotes the crowd of workers and E denotes the set of social links among the workers. N can then be divided into λ network layers. Each network layer, N k , 1 ≤ k ≤ λ, is defined as follows:
where e k i and e k j are the links in the network layer N k , l eik and l ejk denote the link types of e k i and e k j . The network layers involving worker w i are denoted as
The contextual crowdsourcing value of a worker in a multiplex social network is determined by the sum of the ones in all network layers. Therefore, we have the following definition.
Definition 4 (Contextual Crowdsourcing Value of a Worker in a Multiplex Social Network):
The contextual crowdsourcing value of a worker w i for a task t in a multiplex social network is defined as
where d k ij denotes the communication distance between w i and w j in the network layer N k .
Lemma 1: Let there be two workers, w i and w j . If Cv i (t) > Cv j (t), it is more probable that task t will be assigned to w i by a crowdsourcing system in social networks to achieve the task allocation objective in (4) .
Proof Sketch: The three factors that influence the task allocation objective in (4) are determined as follows: the coverage degree for the skills required by a task is determined by |S wi ∩ S t |/|S t | and |(S wj − S wi ) ∩ S t |/|S t |, the reputations of the workers executing the task are determined by R wi and R wj , and the redundancy of the assigned workers is determined by
, the comprehensive value of the three factors for w i is higher than that of w j ; accordingly, w i can satisfy the objective in (4) to achieve the target W t better than w j . Therefore, it is more probable that task t will be assigned to w i .
B. Task Allocation Mechanism
In our model, two types of workers participate in the tasks: one type is the principal worker, who is assigned by the system to be responsible for a task; the other type is the assistant workers who are autonomously sought by the principal worker in the context of the social network. The assignment of the principal worker is implemented by the task allocation model in this section, and the selection of the assistant workers is implemented by the task execution model described in Section V.
1) Task Allocation in Simplex Social Networks:
In the allocation of task t, we will select the candidate worker from the crowd who has the highest contextual crowdsourcing value for t and whose reservation wage does not exceed t's budget; the task will then be assigned to this candidate worker. We can repeat the allocation process to redundantly assign the task to other workers until the budget of the task has been used up.
To avoid the situation in which some workers are heavily loaded for a task, we make the following assumption in simplex social networks: each worker can perform only one role in a task, i.e., if a worker is assigned as the principal worker for a task, he or she cannot serve as an assistant worker (requested by another assigned principal worker) for the task. Therefore, when the system calculates a worker's contextual crowdsourcing value for task t, the workers already assigned to t will be excluded from the context.
The task allocation can be described as Algorithm 1. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|W| 2 ), where |W| is the number of workers in the social networked crowd.
Theorem 2: Let the set of assigned workers for task t using Algorithm 1 be W t . It is, then, assumed that there is another worker set in the crowd, W t , and that the total reservation wages of all workers in W t do not exceed b t . Thus, we have ⎛
Proof: We can use reductio ad absurdum to prove Theorem 1. Assume that there is a set of workers W t , W t = W t , that is assigned by the system to task t and that the total reservation wages of all workers in W t do not exceed b t . If the assumption ⎛
is true, then there exists at least one worker with a higher contextual crowdsourcing value and whose reservation wage does not exceed the remaining budget of t but which cannot be selected by Algorithm 1, and another worker with lower contextual crowdsourcing value will be assigned to t. However, from steps 4 and 10, in each round for selecting the assigned worker, the worker with the highest contextual crowdsourcing value whose reservation wage does not exceed the remaining budget of t will be the first to be definitely assigned to t. Therefore, the above assumption cannot occur in reality when Algorithm 1 is used. Theorem 2 ensures that the set of assigned workers with the highest average contextual crowdsourcing values can be achieved by Algorithm 1. Then, according to Lemma 1, the objective of task allocation of crowdsourcing in social networks can be approached most efficiently.
2) Task Allocation in Multiplex Social Networks: For the task allocation in multiplex social networks, there are two methods: one is the method based on workers' contextual crowdsourcing values, which can be implemented using Algorithm 1 by revising the calculation of Cv i (t) in step 3 (i.e., Cv i (t) is calculated according to Definition 4); another method is based on both network layers' and workers' contextual crowdsourcing values. Now we introduce the second method in detail.
The network layer-based task allocation method was initially presented in [27] ; in this method, the proper network layers are allocated to a task, and the real assigned agents are then selected within the allocated network layers. We now extend the method to the allocation of crowdsourcing tasks in multiplex social networks. To measure the probability of a given network layer's being assigned a task, we define the contextual value of the network layer as the sum of ones of all workers within the layer.
Definition 5 (Contextual Crowdsourcing Value of a Layer in a Multiplex
, the contextual crowdsourcing value of N k for task t is defined as
Let N * be the network layer with the highest value, let the task be assigned to the worker with the highest contextual crowdsourcing value in N * , and let the worker's reservation wage be less than the task's budget; such a process will be repeated until the budget is used up or all the workers in the network layer are considered. To encourage cooperation within a network layer, we make the following assumption, which differs from the assumption in Section IV-B1: each worker can behave as two roles for a task, i.e., if a worker is selected as the assigned worker for a task, he or she can also serve as the assistant worker for another assigned worker within the network layer for the task.
After all the workers in the first selected network layer are considered, the network layer with the second-highest value will be selected if the remaining budget of t is greater than zero. The assigned workers will then be selected from the second network layer. This process will be repeated for other network layers according to their crowdsourcing values in descending order, until the budget of t is used up.
Finally, the task allocation based on both network layers' and workers' contextual crowdsourcing values can be described as Algorithm 2, where W is the crowd of workers in the multiplex social network.
The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(λ · |W k |), where λ is the number of network layers and |W k | is the number of workers in the network layer N k . The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|W| 2 ), where |W| is the number of workers in the whole network. In reality, λ is much less than |W| and |W k | is also less than |W|, thus the time complexity by using Algorithm 2 is less than the one by using Algorithm 1 in multiplex social networks. Therefore, although Algorithm 2 cannot effectively ensure the optimal task allocation result by comparing with Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 can also have the application value since it can save allocation time significantly. 
V. CONTEXT-AWARE TASK EXECUTION
After the task is assigned to a worker through the task allocation approach described in Section IV, the assigned worker will start to execute the task. If the assigned worker cannot execute the task by himself, he will execute the task with the coordination of contextual workers.
A. Preliminaries
The workers in a social network are often coadjutant [28] , [31] . A worker w i will have certain obligations to provide assistance for another worker, w j , if w j has provided assistances for w i in the past. Therefore, w j may accept the requests of w i for assistance even if the monetary reward provided by w i is less than w j 's reservation wage because w j expects to get the possible assistance from w i in the future. To measure the obligation to provide assistance between two workers, we define the credit between them to be determined by their cooperation history.
Definition 6 (Credit Between Two Workers):
Let there be two workers, w i and w j . We use n i←j to denote the number of w j 's real assistance for w i 's executing tasks. The credit of w j paid by w i is in proportion to n i←j c j (← i) = f n i←j (14) where f is a monotonically increasing function. Obviously, the higher c j (← i) is, the more compulsory that w i should provide assistance for w j 's request even if w j cannot provide enough monetary reward to w i , the reason is that in the past w j has provided lots of assistance for w i so that now w i is obligated to compensate w j . This credit is different from reputation because the credit involves only two workers whereas the reputation of a worker is perceived by all workers. If the assigned worker w i lacks the necessary skills required by task t, i.e., S t − S wi = φ, w i will seek the assistance of other contextual workers to provide the skills w i lacks. When w i requests assistance from another worker, assuming w j , w i will offer two items to w j .
1) The Possible Monetary Reward for Executing Task t: Let
S t be the set of skills required for t that are currently lacking and S wj be the set of skills possessed by worker w j . Therefore, the possible skill contribution of w j for t is S w j ∩ S t . Let the reservation wage of w i for task t be γ wi . The possible monetary reward paid by w i to w j is
where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, which denotes the percentage of reservation wage that w i is willing to distribute to other assistant workers.
2) The Credit Paid by w i to w j for Executing Task t, c i→j (t):
If c i→j (t) is high and w j hopes to obtain assistance from w i in the future, w j may accept the current request from w i even if w j cannot receive a satisfactory monetary reward for this request. If w j accepts the request from w i , then:
. Then, w j will decide whether to accept the request from w i for assistance in executing task t according to the following four conditions: 1) the possible monetary reward for executing task t, m i→j (t); 2) the credit paid by w i to w j for executing task t, c i→j (t); 3) the total credits of w i paid by w j in the past, c i (← j); and 4) the reputation of w i , R i .
In the real world, each person may cooperate initially with his neighbors, and he will then cooperate with other people according to the breadth-first search in the social network [29] . Therefore, we now have the following definition.
Definition 7 (Coordination Tree in the Social Network for a Task):
Let w i be the assigned worker for task t. If w i requests assistance from other workers in the social network, then the interaction relations between w i and other workers form a tree whose root is w i and the depth of each worker in the tree is the shortest interaction distance between w i and the worker in the social network. Obviously, the coordination tree can be constructed based on the breadth-first traversal method for the social network without considering the link types, and the workers can be decomposed into varying levels such that the shortest path from w i to each worker (assuming w j ) in level L x is with distance x, i.e., d ij = x. Example 1: In Fig. 1 , there are three types of links. Let w 6 be the assigned worker. We first compute the varying orders of coordination workers in the social network without considering the link types. Finally, the coordination tree is achieved.
B. Task Execution in Simplex Social Networks
Let the threshold of w j be τ wj . Worker w j will accept the request of w i if the following condition can be satisfied: (16) where η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , and η 4 are four parameters that are used to determine the relative importance of the four factors.
To optimize the four factors in (4), we can define the assistance value of a worker to be determined by the four attributes in Definition 2 and the credit between the assigned worker and the assistant worker. 
Definition 8 (Assistance Value of a Worker in Simplex Network):
Let w i be the assigned worker for task t. If S t is the set of skills for t that are currently lacking, the assistance value of w j perceived by w i for executing t is defined as (17) where β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , β 4 , and β 5 are five parameters. The task execution mechanism in a simplex social network can be designed based on the coordination tree, shown as Algorithm 3, whose time complexity is O(|W| 2 ), where |W| is the number of workers. Then, ∀w i ∈ W t , w i will execute Algorithm 3 to perform task t. Finally, the results of the different assigned workers will be combined, and the final result will be achieved by majority voting.
C. Task Execution in Multiplex Social Networks
Let the links among a crowd of workers in the multiplex social network be classified into λ different types 1, . . . , λ. We can set that each worker w j has a threshold τ k wj for the requests from k-type links, 1 ≤ k ≤ λ. The threshold of one worker for another worker's request is determined by the maximum value of the minimum threshold for all social links of any worker within the path between the two workers. Therefore, we have the following definition.
Definition 9 (The Threshold of One Worker for the Request of Another Worker in the Multiplex Social Network):
Let w i be the assigned worker for task t, and let w j be w i 's contextual worker in the multiplex social network. The coordination path between w i and w j in the network is the path from w i to w j in the coordination tree of w i for task t, which can be denoted 
18 ∀w x ∈ W i (t): cooperating to execute task t; 19 Output the executing result; 20 End.
as P ij . Then, the threshold of w j for w i 's request is defined as
Based on Definition 8, the assistance value of w j perceived by w i for task t should be revised by considering the threshold defined in Definition 9, shown as the following:
We can now design the task execution process in a multiplex social network, shown as Algorithm 4, where w i is the assigned worker for task t. M(w temp ) denotes the neighbors of all types of links of w temp . The time complexity of Algorithm 4 is also O(|W| 2 ). The process of Algorithm 4 is similar to the one of Algorithm 3, which is implemented based on the coordination tree.
VI. REWARD AFTER TASK EXECUTION
After the task is executed by the assigned workers and their assistant workers, the requester or the system will reward them according to the execution results. The rewards include monetary and reputation rewards.
A. Monetary Reward
Let the final result of t after majority voting be ω(t) and the executing result of t by w i (∀w i ∈ W t ) be ω i (t). We can then set two tolerance values to evaluate the accuracy of ω i (t), 1 
part of the monetary reward; if 2 ≤ |ω i (t)−ω(t)|, we can say that the accuracy of w i 's executing task t is unsatisfactory, and w i cannot obtain a monetary reward. Moreover, finally there may be an unspent part of the budget of t, which can be used as a bonus to reward the assigned workers that can achieve satisfactory accuracy. After w i receives the monetary reward, M i , he will distribute some part of M i to the assistant workers. We can set a parameter λ, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, that denotes the percentage of monetary reward that w i is willing to distribute to the assistant workers, i.e., w i will distribute λM i to ∀w j ∈ (W i (t) − {w i }).
Let the reservation wage of w i for task t be γ wi . γ wi is also thought of as the full monetary reward received by w i from the system for successfully executing task t. We can now set the monetary reward mechanism as Algorithm 5, in which S t j denotes the real skills contributed by w j for task t.
12 End.
B. Reputation Reward
We first set a value ζ t for the reputation reward of task t; moreover, we also set another value μ that measures the relative obligation incurred by the assigned worker to the assistant workers for executing the task. Generally, we can set 0.5 << μ ≤ 1; this means that the assigned worker assume a primary obligation to complete the task successfully and the assistant workers only undertake the secondary obligation. The reputation reward mechanism can then be designed as Algorithm 6.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND ANALYSES
A. Experimental Setting
The experiments are conducted using a real-world dataset extracted from Freelancer. 1 The dataset includes information on the workers and information on the tasks. Specifically, the information for each worker includes the set of skills he has and the reserved wage he declares; and for each task, the information includes the required skills and the budget presented by the requester. At Freelancer, each worker can list at most five different skills in his profile, and each requester can also input at most five different required skills in his profile.
The original collected data include 9642 tasks and 997 workers. The tasks require 644 different skills in total, but the workers only possess 107 different skills. Thus, many tasks cannot be completed by these workers. To allow every task a chance to be completed, we remove the tasks that require skills that are not possessed by any of the workers. The final dataset contains 697 tasks and 997 workers. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the tasks' required skills, the workers' skills, the tasks' budgets, and the workers' reservation wages; the y-axis denotes the occurrence frequencies of the varying numbers of the four factors, respectively, within the collected data. From Fig. 2 , we can see that both the tasks and the workers' skills follow the power law distribution; this indicates that some skills are very popular whereas others are not. If a task requires some unpopular skills, it may be difficult for the task to be matched with perfectly suitable workers. The task budgets also follow the power law distribution, whereas the workers' reservation wages follow a normal distribution. Here, it is noted that the average budget is much higher than 1 [Online]. Available: www.freelancer.com the average reserved wage. Thus, it is possible that a task can be allocated to several workers.
Some recent notable studies have shown that workers are often connected through social networks [12] , [13] . Moreover, in some popular crowdsourcing platforms, workers can register using their Facebook or LinkedIn accounts, which can include their personal information and social connections. Therefore, in the experiments, we use Facebook's social network to model the workers' social networks, i.e., we combine the Facebook network with the Freelancer dataset to construct a crowdsourcing platform with a social network structure. We randomly extract 997 nodes from the downloaded Facebook network, and we find that these nodes are connected. The average degree of the network is 24.93. The height of the breadth-first traversal tree starting from any node is 4.6, so it is not difficult to find coordination workers for each assigned worker in the network.
In the experiments, for simplification, all the factors are considered equally. Therefore, we set all parameters, includ- Our experiments are implemented with MATLAB R2014b on a PC with an Intel Dual Core 3.40 GHz CPU and 16 GB memory.
B. Benchmark Approaches
In the experiments, we compare our presented contextaware task allocation approach with two previous benchmark approaches: 1) the straightforward task allocation approach and 2) the decomposition-based task allocation approach.
The straightforward task allocation approach is a traditional approach that has been used in previous crowdsourcing systems [30] . In this approach, the requester (or the crowdsourcing system) allocates the task to a worker who fully satisfies the skill requirements of the task. Therefore, each assigned worker can perform the task individually and independently. If the assigned worker's required wage does not exceed the budget, the task can be redundantly assigned to other workers until the budget is used up. If the requester (or the system) cannot find a worker who fully satisfies the skill requirements of the task, the task cannot be allocated successfully.
The decomposition-based task allocation approach [2] is a popular approach for performing complex tasks in which each complex task is decomposed into a flow of simple subtasks; the subtasks are then allocated to workers, each of whom can fully satisfy the skill requirements of the assigned subtask and perform the assigned subtask independently. If all of the subtasks are allocated successfully, the original complex task is deemed to have been allocated successfully. If the budget is not used up, the complex task will be redundantly allocated multiple times.
C. Validation of the Task Allocation Efficiency
In the task allocation objective defined in (1) and (4), a task will be redundantly assigned to as many workers as possible under a given budget, which can improve the accuracy of the solution [2] . Thus, one important task allocation objective is to maximize the redundancy degree of task allocation. Therefore, we can use the number of successful allocations to measure the allocation efficiencies of the three approaches.
First, we test the number of successful redundant allocations when the budget is varied. In the test, we enter the tasks into the system one by one and then record the average allocation number for all tasks. Fig. 3(a) shows that with the same budget, the average successful allocation number for all tasks in our approach is much higher than the ones obtained using the other two approaches; moreover, the average successful allocation number of our approach increases with the increase of the budget more drastically than do the other two benchmark approaches. The reason is: when the task's budget increases, our approach allows each assigned worker to find more appropriate assistant workers, thus increasing the number of successful allocations (here, a successful allocation means that an assigned worker and his assistant workers can satisfy all of the skill requirements of the task). In comparison, since the reserved wage of each worker is much lower than the task's budget, the possible workers who can fully satisfy the skill requirements of the task can be found whether the budget is low or high; therefore, an increase in the budget has no obvious effect in the other two benchmark approaches.
Second, we test the number of successful redundant allocations when the number of skills required by a task increases, shown as Fig. 3(b) . At first when a task requires few skills, our approach cannot achieve better performance because the budget is quickly used up with our approach. However, when the tasks require more and more skills, the other two benchmark approaches cannot find appropriate workers who can fully satisfy the skill requirements of the tasks. Thus, their successful allocation numbers deteriorate more drastically than does our approach. Moreover, when the number of skills needed for the task exceeds the system's specified number of skills, i.e., five skills, our approach can still allocate the task quite successfully since it can utilize the contextual workers' skills, whereas the decomposition-based task allocation can only allocate very few times, and the straightforward task allocation cannot find any workers who can fully satisfy the need for more than five skills.
Third, we test the number of successful redundant allocations when the number of workers in the crowd increases, shown as Fig. 3(c) . We can see that the allocation number of our approach increases more rapidly than in the other two benchmark approaches. The reason is that our model is able to harness the power of more workers when a single worker cannot complete the task individually; in comparison, other two benchmark approaches can only utilize the power of the workers who can fully satisfy the skill requirements of the task.
Fourth, to consider the real-world situation in which requesters may outsource numerous tasks simultaneously, we test the throughput of the three approaches. In the experiment, we assume that each task is only allocated one time and that a worker cannot be assigned to other tasks if that worker has already been assigned to a task. We then test the ratio of successful allocated tasks to all tasks, shown as Fig. 3(d) . We can see that our approach performs better than the other two benchmark approaches. The reason is that our approach allows more workers to be considered in the task allocation even the workers themselves cannot fully meet the skill requirements of the tasks; in comparison, the other two benchmark approaches only consider the workers who can fully satisfy the skill requirements of the tasks; thus, the number of qualified workers may be fewer than in our approach.
D. Validation of the Task Execution Efficiency
We now compare the task executing accuracy in the three approaches. In the experiment, each worker w i has a random executing accuracy a wi ; the distribution of workers' accuracies follows a normal distribution N(0.7, 0.1). Moreover, the accuracy values are set within the range [0, 1].
After a task is allocated redundantly, the task will be executed more than one time. The accuracy of one execution of a task t (e.g., the jth execution), a j (t), is determined by the average accuracy of the workers participating in the execution. In the straightforward approach, there is only one worker in each execution; thus, the accuracy of each execution is the accuracy of the assigned worker, a j (t) = a wi . In the decomposition-based task allocation, let the task be decomposed into m subtasks and let only one worker participate in one execution of each subtask; thus, there are m workers participating in one execution of the entire task. In our presented approach, let there be m workers participating in one execution of the task; thus, there are one assigned worker and m − 1 assistant workers. Therefore, the accuracy of one execution of a task in the decomposition-based task allocation approach and our presented approach is
Since each task is allocated redundantly multiple times (n), the overall accuracy of the task is
Intuitively, if a task is executed more times, the result will be more accurate. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4(a) shows that the executing accuracy with our approach increases quite rapidly with the increase of the task's budget, finally reaching 1. Fig. 4(b) shows the execution accuracy when we increase the number of the task's skills; we can see that the execution accuracy of our approach remains very close to 1 when the number of required skills is less than 13, but the execution accuracy in other two approaches deteriorates drastically as the number of required skills increases. Fig. 4(c) shows the execution accuracy when the worker quantity increases. Compared with the other two benchmark approaches, our presented approach achieves much higher execution accuracy even when the quantity of workers is small. Therefore, our presented approach achieves better performance in task execution efficiency than the other two benchmark approaches. The reason is similar to that described in Section VII-C; for brevity, a detailed description is omitted.
E. Validation of the Reputation Mechanism
We now test the effects of our reputation mechanism when there are unreliable or malicious workers. In particular, we compare the task execution accuracies when the reputation mechanism is adopted and when it is not. In the experiments, we randomly set some workers as unreliable. For simplicity, we assume that the results of task execution are binary values. We can then adopt a method similar to that described in [33] in which the unreliable workers also contribute in some degree to the accuracy of the task and hence, even if all workers are unreliable, the task can still achieve some accuracy if the reputation mechanism is adopted. The unreliable workers' accuracies follow the normal distribution N(0.2, 0.1). When the reputation mechanism is adopted, the system gradually identifies the unreliable workers and then utilizes the results generated by the unreliable workers. The results are shown in Fig. 5 , in which z-axis shows the differences of task execution when the reputation mechanism is or is not adopted in a variety of situations. Fig. 5(a) shows the results for varying task budgets (x-axis) and proportions of unreliable workers (y-axis). We can see that when there are more unreliable workers, the model adopting a reputation mechanism performs much better than the model that does not; therefore, our presented reputation mechanism can effectively address the presence of unreliable workers. Moreover, we can also see that the reputation mechanism can provide more obvious benefits when the task's budget is insufficient. Fig. 5(b) shows the results for varying numbers of task skills (x-axis) and proportions of unreliable workers (y-axis). When a task requires more skills, i.e., the task is more complex, the reputation mechanism performs much better than the model that does not incorporate a reputation mechanism. Therefore, our presented reputation mechanism can effectively address the presence of the unreliable workers, especially when the task is complex. Fig. 5(c) shows the results for varying numbers of workers (x-axis) and proportions of unreliable workers (y-axis). The results show that the reputation mechanism can perform better especially when the workers are not sufficient.
F. Comparing the Simplex and Multiplex Networks
We now test our approach in simplex and multiplex networks. Here, we consider how many workers would be involved in a single round of execution of a task. In Fig. 6 , the y-axis denotes the average number of workers assigned to a task in each allocation. We can see in Fig. 6(a) and (b) that the average number of involved workers in a multiplex network is often more than that in a simplex network. This means that simplex networks often make it easier to find appropriate workers to satisfy the task objective. Fig. 6(a) shows the number of participating workers increases with the increase of budgets. The likely reason is that the workers whose skills are close to the skills required by a task will be preferably assigned while the budget is limited, but some other workers whose skills are not close to the skills required by the task may also be assigned when the budget is higher. Fig. 6(b) shows that there is no obvious variation tendency between the number of participating workers and the increase of worker quantity. The reason is that the workers are randomly added to the crowd.
G. Comparing the Two Task Allocation Methods in Multiplex Networks
We now compare the two task allocation methods in multiplex networks: 1) the worker-oriented method that uses Algorithm 1 and 2) the network layer and workeroriented method that uses Algorithm 2. The following three performance indices are tested under varying task quantities: 1) number of successful allocations; 2) execution accuracy; and 3) communication costs among the participating workers.
The experimental results in Fig. 7(a)-(c) show that the worker-oriented method achieves better performance on number of successful allocations and task execution accuracy than the network layer and worker-oriented method. The reason is that the former method seeks the appropriate workers globally from the whole network, making it more likely that optimal workers will be found. However, the latter method can achieve better performance than the former on communication costs among participating workers, because the latter method seeks assistant workers preferably within the network layer, thereby reducing the communication costs.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper aims to solve two typical problems noted in the previous studies of crowdsourcing complex tasks: 1) the requesters undertake a heavy burden when decomposing complex tasks into a set of micro-subtasks and 2) the reliability may not be ensured when there are many malicious workers in the crowd. By considering a current general situation in which the workers are often connected by social networks, this paper explores a context-aware reliable crowdsourcing approach that can solve the above two problems in the social network environments. This paper implements the approach by defining a reasonable concept of crowdsourcing value that can be used to measure the probability of a worker's being assigned a task when the context of the worker in the social network is considered. The approach addresses two typical social networks: 1) simplex networks and 2) multiplex networks. The experiments on a real-world dataset show that the presented approach outperforms previous benchmark approaches with respect to task allocation and execution efficiencies; moreover, the presented approach can effectively address the situation in which there are many unreliable workers.
In this paper, the social networks among workers are fixed. In reality, social networks may sometimes be dynamic. Therefore, in the future, we will explore the adaptive mechanism of our approach to dynamic social networks.
